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Arbitrarily assign names to doublescreen doors:



Lower Hive Body 

Queen Excluder (Optional)

Upper Hive Body 

Super 1

Super 3 (Optional)

Super 2 (Optional)

Double Screen

Hive Top Feeder
Start: Insert frames with eggs, larva, nurse bees, 

and pollen (OK if some capped brood mixed in)

Week 1 and Beyond: Rotate frames with all 

capped brood and open cells to lower hive body 

(no bees)

Start:  Insert Queen plus frames with capped 

brood, open cells, and nectar/honey

Week 1 and Beyond: Rotate frames with eggs, 

larva, and nurse bees to upper hive body

Start:  Open upper door 1

Week 1: Close upper door 1, open lower door 1; 

open upper door 2

Week 2: Close upper door 2, open lower door 2; 

open upper door 3

Week 3: Continue sequence

As necessary, transfer frames with capped 

queen cells from upper deep to a separate box. 

Replace with capped brood from another hive.

 



 

HOBBYIST QUEENS USING A DOUBLE SCREEN  

Description:   

For use on a strong hive with two hive bodies in the spring or during a nectar flow period.  Intent is threefold:  to 

minimize the swarming urge by convincing the hive they’ve already swarmed; to maximize honey production by 

concentrating the forager bees “downstairs” with few nurse bees and brood to consume incoming nectar; and to 

encourage the upstairs bees to start queen cells to keep the line of a good queen going, all without taking a hive 

out of production. 

 

Procedure:  

Separate the upper and lower deeps with a double screen (see figure).  Below the double screen and on top of 

a screened bottom board put the lower hive body.  Insert the queen, frames of nectar/honey, empty cells, and 

capped brood.  It’s okay to have one or more honey supers above the hive body and below the double screen.  

I recommend putting a queen excluder below any supers to make it easier to locate the queen on subsequent 

inspections. Above the double screen put the upper hive body with no queen.  Insert frames containing all the 

pollen, larva,  eggs, and nurse bees you can find (it’s okay if there is some capped brood on these frames, and 

it’s okay if field bees wind up “upstairs”). Open the left door on the upper half of the double screen for use as an 

entrance by the upper deep.  Close all other double screen doors.  You’ll need to feed the upper hive body 

since the population there will shortly have few, if any, field bees to bring food in.   

  

On a weekly basis, rotate frames of capped brood and open-cell frames (from where brood has emerged) 

without bees from the upper to lower hive body, and eggs/larva plus nurse bees from the lower to upper hive 

body (making sure you don’t include the queen).  Close the open door on the upper half of the double screen 

and open the door immediately below so that nurse bees who have “graduated” to being field bees will be re-

directed downstairs.  Open a new door around the corner on the upper half of the double screen for the next 

crop of “graduating” nurse bees to exit by.  Transfer individual frames containing capped queen cells plus 

adhering bees to a nuc or queen castle. Replace with frames (and bees if desired) containing honey, pollen, 

and older brood from other hives. If you backfill with frames of capped brood or drawn but empty comb, put 

those frames “downstairs” and re-balance frames, as necessary.  Repeat next week and continue for as long as 

you want to produce additional queen cells. 

 


